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1. Introduction. The existence of an invariant measure is a hy-

pothesis for many theorems in topological dynamics [2]. N. M.

Krylov and N. N. Bogoliubov have demonstrated the existence of

such a measure when a one-parameter transformation group acts on

a compact metric space [l]. Their proof involves the sequential

compactness of the space of normalized measures of a compact metric

space.

In this paper we shall investigate the existence of invariant posi-

tive linear functionals which is equivalent to the existence of invari-

ant Borel measures. A different and more general approach will be

used from that of the above paper. We shall not assume the space

being considered to be metrizable.

The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor Felix

Haas for his encouragement during the writing of this paper.2

2. Notation. M denotes a compact space and C(Af) the Banach

space of real valued continuous functions over M together with the

sup norm

||*|| - max{ | <pix) | :xCM\.

3(Ai) denotes the set of continuous functions mapping M into itself.

a is the zero function and it the unit function of C(Af) ; i.e., a(Af) = 0

and ir(M) = l.

Definition. If SC3(-M"), by an ^-functional we mean a normalized,

positive, linear functional which is invariant under S; i.e., L is an

S-functional if L is a linear functional and

(1) ¿to = 1,

(2) 4> = 0=> £,(*) = 0,

(3) g G S    and    <b C é(M) => Li<b 0 g) - L(0).
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Definition.

2D(M, S) = U = Y 4>iOgi - *<: *.■ C e(M), gi C S> •

It is clear that 3D(M, S) is a linear subspace of C(Af).

3. A sufficient condition. We first prove the following:3

Theorem I. A sufficient condition for the existence of an ^¡-functional

is that

4> C S>(M, S) => ̂ (O) ^ 0.

Proof. Let 3C be the subspace spanned by D(M, S) and ir. Then for

each * in 3C, we have <b = y-\-aiv where yCSi(M, S). Since tt_1(0) = 0,

7T$S)(Af, S), the representation is unique. Thus for every *£3C we

may define

L'i<t>) = a.

It is clear that L' is a linear functional defined on 3C such that

Z/(£>(M, s))=0. Moreover if <b=y+atr then ||*||^|a| and in case

y = a, ||*|| = | a |. Therefore we have

norm l! = 1 = ¿'(x).

Now, by a well-known corollary of the Hahn-Banach theorem, we

may extend L' to a linear functional, L, on Q(M) with norm 1. L

must satisfy (2), for if *EC(Af) and *^0, letting

c= 1/(1 + ||*||),

we have

« ú c<t> ¿ ir,

and therefore

Ik - c4>\\ ú N| = i
so that

¿(t - c*) ^ 1.

Thus

¿(*) - (l/c)i(c*) = (1/c)[L(tt) - L(w - c*)] è 0.

Finally, since L(3)(Af, S)) =L'(S)(M, S)) =0, Z, is an S-functional and

the theorem is proven.

3 This theorem may also be deduced from the more general result 2.43 of [$].
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We next show that under certain conditions, 1D(M, S) satisfies the

hypothesis of Theorem I.

Theorem II. Let SC^iM) form a semi-group with respect to com-

position. Furthermore, let xCM be such that Sx is contained in a single

component of M and such that for any g, hC§>,

gihix)) = higix)).

Then it follows that *GSD(M1 cS)^*"1^) ¿¿0.

Proof. Assume the contrary. Then for some *= Yk-i<f>kgk—tbk,

0(£*(M). Without loss of generality, we may assume

C) *(y) 2: d > 0

for all yCM', the component of M containing Sx. On the other hand,

we may choose an integer N sufficiently large so that

(") 2»||*t|| < Nd

for all k, l^k^n. Now consider

Y= v ... Y<t>(gii---(g:ix)) ■■■)).
¿1-1 ¿» = 1

It follows from the fact that Sx CM' and (') that Y = Nnd. On the

other hand, we have

e = i: • • ■ é è i**(**(sí( • • • (¿,(«>) •••)))
il-1 ¿1.-1    *—1

- **(«í'( • • • (*»<*)) •••))]

-ZEE iMgiX • • • (gÍk+\ ■ ■ ■ ishx)) ■••))•••))

- **G?Í( ■ ■ ■ (¿to) ■■■))]
since for g, hC&, g(hix)) =h(gix)) by hypothesis. Therefore

Y = Y   Y   l**(*ÍV • • • iik+\ ■ ■ • («ft*» •••))•••))
*—1 im-r,m,tk

- *»(«i( • • • cerf • • • <£(*)) •••))•••))]
^ wAn_1 max ||*t||

t

< A»¿,
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according to ("). This contradiction proves the theorem.

We note that in general, the condition of Theorem I is not neces-

sary. This can readily be seen if one considers the case where M con-

sists of a discrete space with two points and S is the group of permu-

tations.

4. Necessity of the condition. If we impose certain auxiliary re-

strictions, the condition of Theorem I becomes a necessary one as we

now show.

Notation. By Mx we denote the component of x in M.

Theorem III. If SC3(Af) has the property that §>xCMx, for every

xCM, then there exists an S-functional only if

<p C SD(Af, S) => *-»(0) ^ 0.

Proof. Let L be an S-functional on C(Af) and suppose there exists

*G2û(Af, S) such that 0$*(Af). Let

W  = {xC M:<pix) > 0},

M" = \xC M:d>ix) < 0}.

Since * is continuous, M' and M" are open. Since 0 C *(Af),

M=M'\JM". We also have M'C\M" = 0. Thus M' and M" are

closed. It follows, then, that u', the characteristic function of M', is

continuous. We may assume without loss of generality that L(jx')

= m>0. Furthermore, since M' is compact, we have *(#) —d>0 for

all xCM'.

Let *'Ge(M) be defined by

i*(«) for x C M',
*(*) = \

I 0 for a; G M".

The continuity of *' follows from the fact that it is continuous on the

open and closed sets M' and M" and is consistently defined on their

(empty) intersection. Since %xCMx for all x, it can easily be shown

that *'££>(Af, S). But from the fact that fi&dp' it follows that

Li<b')=dm>0. However Z(2D(Af, S))=0 since L is an S-functional.

This contradiction proves the theorem.

5. Applications. The following corollaries are consequences of the

above theorems.

Corollary. If G is a transformation group acting on a compact

space M, and either G or M is connected, then there exists a G-functional

if and only if <bC$>(M, G)=**-x(0) ̂0'.
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Corollary. If G is an abelian transformation group acting on a

compact space M and either G or M is connected, then there exists a G-

functional.

While it can be shown that for a single transformation, h, of a com-

pact metric space there always exists an ft-functional (by using a

method similar to that of Krylov and Bogoliubov), we conclude this

article by exhibiting a compact space and two homeomorphisms

which do not admit a functional invariant under both of them.

Example. Let M be the unit circle \z\ =1 in the complex plane.

Consider the following homeomorphisms:

giexp[iwx]) =  <

A(exp[«r(l/2 + y)]) = {

exp[i7r#2],

exp[«r(l + (* - l)1'2)],

exp[«r(l/2 + y2)],

exp[iiri3/2 + iy - I)"*)]

and let

<¡>iexp[iirx]) = <  '
12 — x,

/3(exp[ix(l/2 + y)])= \y'
12 - y,

for 0 á * á 1,

for 1 ^ x = 2,

for 0 á y á 1,

for 1 ;S y á 2,

for 0 = x ^ 1,

for 1 g x = 2,

for 0 á y ta 1,

for 1 g y g 2,

then it follows from a direct computation that *(g(z)) — *(z) +/3(&(z))

—/3(z) <0 for all z. Thus since Af is connected, Theorem III implies

there cannot exist a functional invariant with respect to both g and h.
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